Studie 1
Technical Specifications

CONTACT:
www.drkoncerthuset.dk
Adress: DR Koncerthuset
Ørestads Boulevard 13
2300 KBH S
Nav: (alt./lat.), type: "55° 39’ 29” N, 12° 35’ 21” E" in navsys
type: 55.658056,12.589167 in google maps
Concert booking: Lars Skovgaard / +45 2214 2022 / lask@dr.dk
Concert Production: Kasper Bæk / +45 2854 1252 / kabk@dr.dk
GENERAL INFORMATION:

LOAD IN & PARKING:
Parking is located at ØRESTADS BOULEVARD 13, 2300 KØBENHAVN S. When you are in the parking lot, drive left and you will reach the ramp leading you to the loading dock. Call your contact person from DR Koncerthuset, who will open the gate to the loading dock. (Height of the gate is 4,30 meters)
Parking passes will be provided by the local production manager

Busses Bus parking is available on the right side of the ramp.

Landline power is available immediately upon arrival. (3x32A blue CEE) Loading dock is located on floor -1.

Lift is located at loading dock (lift dimensions, 7000KG, 210cm high, 205cm wide, 500cm deep)

ENTRANCE (MUSICIANS/CREW): Through loading dock

PRODUCTION OFFICE: A production office with wifi is available upon request

DRESSING ROOMS & CATERING AREA:

DR Koncerthuset offers three (3) dressing rooms, all facilitated with bathroom/showers, a full body mirror, a minibar fridge and furniture.

A large hospitality area/ green room is located behind stage, and is equipped with a full size fridge and toilets.

DR Koncerthuset does not offer kitchen facilities or the possibility of setting up road kitchens.
COMMUNICATION:
Free WLAN is available – please choose the network with SSID “TDC”
WLAN is password protected and the code will be available upon get-in from the local production manager.
There is no wifi at the bus parking.

VENUE CREW:
Depends on production size, but as a minimum:
1 x Venue representative
1 x FOH sound engineer *
1 x Light engineer
* Please note: If only one sound engineer is booked, monitors are done from FOH if act is not bringing their own monitor engineer.

SMOKE/HAZE & PYRO:
Please note that the only hazer allowed at DR Koncerthuset is the MDG Atmosphere Hazer. DR Koncerthuset reserves the right to reject the use of any other type of Hazer.
No pyrotechnics or open fire is allowed at DR Koncerthuset. There will be patrolling Fire Marshalls at all times at DR Koncerthuset during the production.

dB LIMITS:
DR Koncerthuset strives to ensure a healthy concert experience for our audience, and to comply with the noise regulations of the EU for our employees, we are enforcing a dB limit of 103 dB(A) averaged over 15 min (Leq 15 = 103 dB(A)).
A properly calibrated measurement system (www.10Eazy.com) will be available to the sound engineer at FOH where dB values will be measured.
The house engineer will engage in reducing the overall sound level if rules are not complied with.

SMOKING:
National law prohibits smoking in public areas, including but not limited to performance and backstage facilities. Smoking is allowed outside the venue always, and at the balcony on the 4th floor from 6 pm weekdays, and all day on weekends.

MERCHANDISE:
DR Koncerthuset does not have a dedicated merch booth, but can offer a large area in the main foyer to set up merchandise for sale. Please note that we do not have staff available to man the booth.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

SOUND:

PA-SYSTEM:

6x L'acoustic KARA per side
4 x L’acoustic SB18 per side

F.O.H.

1 x DiGiCo SD ten w. SDrack (56in, 32out) via Optocore fiber

1 x Waves soundgrid system (integrated) with “Pro show bundle”

MONITOR - Monitors are run from FOH (as standard)

8 x L'acoustics 115XT HiQ on 6 sends

AUX SOUND POWER:

By Stage: 1 x 3 phase 63A CEE form at SL

FOH: 1 x single phase 16A CEE form

LIGHT:

The lightdesk is located at FOH, next to “sound”

House Lighting desk is and GrandMA1 Light

LIGHTS:

18 x par lamps

6 x fresnell lamps
LIGHTPLOT & PATCH:

STAGE:
Depth: 6 m
Width: 8 m
Height: 1 m
Clearance to mid truss: 4,3 meter.
Clearance to lowest side truss: 3,5 meter
Floor plan: